
Steel Barrier Systems

BarrierGuard®

BarrierGuard 800® 
Perimeter Protection, Bridges & WorkZones

 

BRIDGES
A 90 lbs per foot interlocking steel barrier system for  

temporary or permanent bridge & workzone installations



STEEL BARRIER SYSTEMS

Advantages 
- Highest impact protection of any portable barrier 
- Deploy 1000 feet per hour
- 1 to 20 feet detachable Security fencing
-  Built in wheel system for relocating
-  20 and 40 foot Gate options

Easily Installed
Unique ‘Quick-Link’ connector allows installation 
of up to 1000 feet of barrier per hour.  

Productivity   
Transport 600 ft of BarrierGuard vs 100 feet of 
concrete. 

BARRIERGUARD MDS

BarrierGuard 800® steel barrier systems go far beyond traditional concrete 
barriers by providing safe secure temporary & permanent workzone 
solutions for all bridges and roadways.  

High Performance
Cost Effective
Easy Installation

Features

Applications

Highest containment (TL-3 and TL-4)
Lowest defection of any steel barrier
Standard 20ft, 40ft and 50ft sections
20 + year life cycle
21 inch base increases road real estate
Versatile angle sections for 120 foot radii
Adapts to all industry standard end treatments
Remove and replace damaged sections 
Options include gates, fencing and wheels
Wheeled versions for progressive work zones  
 

Bridges
Workzones
Throughways 

Why BarrierGuard?    
80% lighter than concrete 
Certified FHWA TL-3 crash rating   
for safer energy-absorbing vehicle     
impacts when compared to TL-3 concrete. 
Increases installation time 6 to 1 over concrete 
Reduce heavy equipment operational costs 

BarrierGuard VLB 
Variable Length Barrier (VLB) can be used for continuous 
barrier protection over bridge expansion joints or when 
excessive barrier expansion/contraction is anticipated 
Expands and contracts 14 inches

Approvals:
USA:   TL2, TL 3,  
Europe: EN1317-2; N2, EN1317-2; H2
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BarrierGuard 800 MDS is a high performance, easy to install steel barrier system  
designed specifically for bridges due to its light weight and high impact minimal  
deflection and TL-3 protection.    

Eliminates concrete barrier bridge dead weight by 80%.  
Reduces the risk of bridge collapse during short and long term projects    

Easily Accessed
Emergency access gate system available

Easily Replaced
Impact damaged barrier sections are quickly and 
easily replaced

Light Weight
Only weighs 90 lbs per foot. The unique design 
of the “Quick-Link” connector provides   
substantial resistance to lateral impact forces, 
allowing a high strength / low weight construction 

Permanent and Temporary  
BarrierGuard 800 MDS can be installed on structures as a permanent median 
barrier or permanent bridge rail after using the barrier during the construction 
phase saving valuable time & money. 



Steel or Concrete?

Testing results conclude steel is 
the emerging alternative solution to  
concrete throughout interstates and  
roadways world wide. Unlike concrete, 
BarrierGuard® is lighter, easier to use, 
faster to set up, and offers energy 
absorption capabilities that contribute to 
safer workzones and accident impacts.
With less than 1 inch of deflection using  
the MDS system, BarrierGuard® steel 
barriers make future maintenance  
intervals  easier  simply by removing 
sections and putting them back after 
completion. Removed barriers may  
even be used on the job site for added 
value in protection and time deployment.

100%  recyclable.   
Crash tested at speeds from 30 mph to 70 mph

LESS THAN ONE INCH DEFLECTION at NCHRP 
350 TL-3, 62 mph, 25 degrees

Permanent
Eliminates dead wight on bridges
Internal or external anchoring options
Can be color matched for environmental, 
town or government settings

Ease of installation
Install up to 1,000 feet per hour
Anchored every 20 feet only
Quick-Link joint for speed connections
Safe and convenient stacking for ease of 
loading and unloading
Movable with wheels for job relocations
Transitions into concrete and guard rail

NCHRP-350 TL3 APPROVED

Testing & Approvals

ConcreteSteel

STEEL BARRIER SYSTEMS
MDS Workzone Safety
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Concrete DEAD Weight OR BarrierGuard 800® 

Torsional Strength & Rigidity

Versatile
Available in 20 and 40 foot section 
lengths with special angle sections for 
tight radii and a variable length barrier 
for bridge expansion joints 

SAFE & SECURE
BarrierGuard 800 MDS provides portable protection at work zones as well as 
emergency protection of bridge parapets and guard rail impact sites. 

BarrierGuard 800 provides the highest level of steel barrier protection avail-
able. Safe rapid installation allows job sites to start and end faster. Gates can 
be included within the runs providing temporary access during maintenance or 
construction work intervals.

Proven Performance
BarrierGuard 800 MDS has been tested to meet the highest performance  
standards in the world, passing both the American Standard NCHRP-350  
AND the European Standard EN1317 part 2.
Our patent Quick-Connect locking system creates torsional rigidity, the en-
ergy absorbing link to safer roads.

Transitions



Installation
Easily Installed using BarrierGuards 
unique ‘Quick-Link’ connector system.
Design allows 1,000 feet of barrier to 
be installed per hour.

Transitions
BarrierGuard 800 barrier System is 
designed to transition into  guard rail 
and concrete jersey barriers for  
seamless integration into existing road 
barriers and end treatments.   

Permanent and Temporary
BarrierGuard 800 can be installed on 
structures as a permanent median  bar-
rier or permanent bridge rail after using 
the barrier during the construction 
phase saving time & money. Ideal for 
use on structures with weight
limits such as bridges

OPTIONS
BarrierGuard 800 attachment accessories options 
are an invaluable addition to the safety barrier 
industry offering fencing, wheels, corners, radii  
and variable length barriers to accommodate any 
project large or small. Increase nighttime visibility  
with US Reflectors line of high power retroreflecting  
& photoluminescent materials.   

GATES for anytime access
BarrierGuard manual GATES are used to provide a safe access point 
within all forms of safety barriers, guardrails and entrance ways.  
Allow emergency vehicles & traffic to cross over during emergency and 
maintenance intervals. Designed to open in less than 2 minutes 
for immediate access. Available in 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 & 120 ft openings.

STEEL BARRIER SYSTEMS
MDS Workzone Safety
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Quick-Link   
BarrierGuard® link & lock connecting system  
offers a variety of inter-connecting devices 
such as Gates, fencing, radii, corners 
and Variable length  barriers (for bridge expan-
sion joints) creating a seamless safetyzone 
protection system.   

Avoid the high costs of concrete replacement,  
storage, maintenance and disposal. Transition 
into BarrierGuard® today and take advantage 
of a scalable modular steel barrier system 
that will save you time and money while 
providing the best possible workzone protection 
available today.   

Link & Lock

BarrierGuard VLB 
Variable Length Barrier (VLB) can be used 
for continuous barrier protection over bridge 
expansion joints or when excessive barrier 
expansion/ contraction is anticipated 
Expands and contracts 14 inches




